A Page in a Book
Home is Where the Heart Is
Every child’s home is unique. Some kids live in spacious places with bedrooms
of their own. Many children share their home with extended family, experiencing
cozier quarters. Others split their days between two places that they call home.
The places that children call home don’t always have the same footprint. While
lodgings come in a variety of shapes, sizes and settings, the things that make
them into our homes are indefinable. The following titles explore alternate living
spaces and the ways that children claim those spaces, making them into their
own unique home.

Stella’s Starliner

By Rosemary Wells (Candlewick Press)
Stella’s home is a marvelous wonder. A gleaming silver house on wheels, it has cozy hiding
spots and a sofa that transforms into a bed with a push of a button. Stella’s house has everything her family needs and she loves every bit of it. But then some neighborhood weasels
mock her silver home, calling it a tin can, asking her if she’s poor because she lives in a trailer.
The words hurt so much that Stella can’t even tell her mama. But when the truth comes out,
Mama and Daddy use the opportunity to show Stella what their home can really be. As the
shining silver Starliner treks through the night, readers will find a new appreciation for the special aspects of our own lodgings that make them a treasured home to us.

The House on Dirty-Third Street

By Jo S. Kittinger, Illustrated by Thomas Gonzalez (Peachtree)
A young girl is dismayed as she looks at the houses on Thirty-Third Street where her mother has
bought a “starting over” for them. Their new home is the shabbiest of them all; run-down, full of
trash and so dirty that she wants to call it the house on ‘Dirty-Third Street.’ Mother and daughter
work long and hard to clean and repair it, but the enormous task of bringing the house back from
the brink is beginning to overwhelm them. When their vision of transformation is unexpectedly
embraced by others, they discover there are many small ways to save a damaged house and turn
it into a real home. “The House on Dirty-Third Street’ is an inspiring testament to family and faith
creating a powerful foundation for every home.

Ella

By Mallory Kasdan, Illustrated by Marcos Chin (Scholastic Press)
For little Ella, living in a hotel comes with as many adventures as there are rooms. In this cheeky,
updated parody of the classic children’s book “Eloise”, readers are taken along on a delightfully
manic exploration of Ella’s daily life as an urban dweller at The Local Hotel. The tour is viewed
through Ella’s lens as the people and practices filling her days are introduced in random order. As
Ella reveals the things that make her happy at her hotel home, the reader gets a growing insight
into the truly fabulous life she enjoys at The Local. Celebrating the meaningful small moments that
shine in such a broad environment, “Ella” highlights the connections that anchor her personal home
within a populated space.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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Tools for Young Sleuths

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The primary task of a secret agent, detective or spy is
to collect information. And as a child’s inquisitive nature
grows, the quest for obscured information embedded in
their daily lives often leads them to seek out play roles that
place them in the middle of a mystery. They create their
own cases to crack, secrets to reveal and mysteries to solve.
Self sufficiency, independent action and sleuthing talent are
some of the beneficial skills that can emerge from pretendplay that casts them as clue finders. The following items are
ideal for equipping the young clue-collector on his mission
explore mysteries, real and imagined!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Ultimate Night Vision
Goggles

Room Defender
(SmartLab)

(Spy Gear)

A simple door alarm gets the
high-tech treatment with the Room
Defender. Designed with kids’ tastes
and abilities in mind, this door unit
comes with instructions that can guide
kids through basic programming
that lets them choose the alerts, and
levels of room access for friends and
family. From a range of sound effects
to access themes that include secret
knocks, codes and key cards, the Room Defender offers young minds
the means to service their own fun security through simple programming. Empowering a kid to create a safe and secure space while
learning basic computer input skills is easy with SmartLab’s Room
Defender.

Kidzlane Walkie Talkie

Bionic Ear Electronic
Listening Device

The Ultimate Night Vision Goggles
allow kids to peek through the black
curtain of darkness and discover what
lies hidden just behind it. Using infrared
technology, these goggles project a
specific stealth beam that highlights what
is cloaked in darkness. When the infrared
goggle attachment is flipped down into
place, the viewer can see for distances
of up to 30 feet. Perfect for evening missions and nocturnal backyard safaris, this hands-free resource peels
back the curtain of darkness and lets young sleuths discover the
wonders that can emerge at night.

(Kidzlane)

Young investigators are best
equipped when they have a communications tool that keeps the information
flowing. Lightweight and durable walkie
talkies give kids the means to share
discoveries, directions and news as it
happens and from a distance. The range
of the Kidzlane walkies is exceptionally
broad, exceeding one mile. With three
separate channels, kids can use these
walkies to host exclusive communication for competitive games,
secret plans and more. Simple push-to-talk operations and long
battery life ensures that kids can keep the conversation going for
hours. Recommended for kids and families when communication is
important to the mission.

(Scientific Explorer)

Previously imperceptible by
distance and distraction, the Bionic
Ear lets operators pick out specific
sounds and voices from up to 300 feet
away. Using the the principles of a
parabolic reflector, the Bionic Ear dish
collects sound waves from the distant
selected source. The dish focuses the
specific sound toward a highly sensitive microphone that excludes
background noise and helps isolate the target sounds. The collected
sound is then transmitted to the operator’s earphones with maximum
fidelity. Whether it’s conversations, bird calls or other sounds that
deserve investigation, the Bionic Ear is an ideal sleuthing tool in a
young detective’s toolbox.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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